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Pre-Investigation 

Marion’s notes: 07:30 Marion is lying in bed thinking about the investigation when she finds herself at 

the Castle. She is standing a few yards from the main entrance with her back to the arch and bridge 

over the moat. It is early morning. She is watching a group of six young men walking slowly 

(processing) into the castle. They are walking two abreast. They are not servants. They are very smart 

self assured and composed. They look to be in their early 20’s.They are all dressed the same in a dull 

gold long sleeved tunic which fits at the waist and then flares out a bit. The hose is a lighter colour, 

possibly light cream. It’s of a fine material but not silk. They have soft leather shoes on, a light brown 

in colour. Their heads are bare. Walking to this side of them is a man in black robes who she takes to 

be a monk. She wonders if they are going to the Chapel. 

Pre-Vigils 

Marion placed a trigger object of a red rose in the alcove to the left as you enter the White Room. 

General 

Ann’s notes: A dry but somewhat breezy and chilly evening. Outdoor sounds include at least one vocal 

owl, a very noisy flagpole blowing in the wind, the sounds of a party going on somewhere in the 

distance. At least one Bony M recording was heard but this could have been from Andy’s car 

perhaps!!?? 

Vigil 1: Dungeon – 21:15 to 21:45 

At the beginning of the vigil Steph, Marion and Ann take it in turn to speak out, explaining why we are 

here and inviting any spirit energies present to make themselves known by making sounds, touching us 

or showing themselves. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

21:20 Marion gets the name Jeremy. 

21:21 Steph records the temperature as +14°C. 

21:22 Ann senses the presence of a male energy and mentally asks him to show he is here. She is 

feeling sick very suddenly. 

21:25  Ann hears the sound of something very small falling to the right of her chair in the far corner. It 

has to be noted that this was seconds after we had heard members from another group walking 

overhead, so it is quite possible that this had dislodged something. 

21:27 Steph has been feeling hot for the last five minutes or so and feels a cool gentle breeze around 

her. 

21:28 Marion gets herself more comfy on her chair with one leg each side instead of in front. She 

hears a woman say to her quite sternly ‘Shut your legs’. When she asks why she is told ‘It’s not 

seemly’. Marion asks who she is and is told ‘Lady Margaret’. Marion then explains that this is a 

different time and she is wearing trousers so it’s OK. Lady Margaret says ‘I see’. 

21:31 Steph notices how extremely quiet it is, almost unnaturally quiet.  
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21:32 Marion is asked by Lady 

Margaret ‘who are you 

child’. Marion is 

obviously not a child but 

thinks this may be the 

way she spoke. She 

explains who she is and 

why she is there. She asks 

if Lady Margaret will 

show herself to her. 

Marion gets the picture of 

a woman sitting down 

with her head slightly 

turned away. She has 

dark hair and some sort of 

head covering in the same 

material as her dress 

which is a gorgeous shade 

of green brocade with 

white silk. Marion thanks 

her. 

21:38  Ann senses the name 

George. 

21:39  Marion is cold and feels 

Lady Margaret is still 

around her and asks if she can speak into her voice recorder. 

 As Marion calls out, Steph hears a faint noise to her right which sounded like a ‘clink’ of glass. 

21:40 Ann feels extremely cold on her right hand side. The feeling of sickness that had subsided now 

returns and she feels there is the same male presence very close. 

 Steph hears a small rustling noise behind her.  

21:41  Lady Margaret asks Marion to pray for her. Marion answers ‘Yes of course’. Lady Margaret 

replies ‘I was wronged’. 

 Steph feels a sudden coldness and shivers but this passes quickly.  

21:43  Ann hears a soft tapping sound to her right-hand side, in the same place as the earlier sound 

was heard. 

 Marion sees a tiny dot of red light about ⅔ of the way up the right side of the door. 

21:44 Marion says Lady Margaret, who replies ‘Yes child’; Marion says we have to go soon. She 

replies ‘Bye my dear’. Marion says ‘Bye God Bless you’. 

21:45 Ann feels like she has been touched gently on her left hand, just as the vigil is finishing. 
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Vigil 2: Church – 21:45 to 22:15 

For the positions of the team members see the plan below. 

21:53 Marion hears the sound of clanking metal which goes on for a while but finds out later it’s the 

flag pole. 

21:56 Ann hears a loud knocking noise coming from the direction of the castle, but quickly realises 

this is the flagpole banging around in the wind. 

 Steph records the temperature as +11°C. 

21:57 Ann hears an unexplained noise, rather like half a duck ‘quack’ but close by, and there are no 

ducks that are obvious. 

 Marion uses her crystal to ask if the Monk she saw earlier at the castle is here. She gets a strong 

YES. She asks if he will speak to her and gets NO. She asks if he will let her see his face and 

gets NO. 

21:59 Steph notes general noises around – cars, music in the distance and the flag pole rattling in the 

wind. 

22:00 Ann hears flagpole again as the wind gets stronger, and also becomes aware of distant traffic 

noises. 

 Steph feels like she 

is being watched 

and that there is 

someone standing 

by the fence on her 

right looking down 

at the team in the 

church.  

 Ann hears an owl 

nearby who is very 

vocal, on and off 

for most of the 

evening. 

 Steph hears a 

sound like a door 

being unlocked 

coming from the 

direction of the 

castle. She thinks 

this might have 

been the flagpole.  

22:03 Marion gets the 

words ‘We prayed 

here, was a 
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comforting place’ and the name Tom. 

22:04  Ann is aware of a sudden rush of cold air all around her but since the evening is progressing and 

the temperature on the whole is dropping this could well have a normal explanation. 

22:05  Ann notes that church has just tolled 10, so one of us has the wrong time! Ann is also aware of 

male voices nearby, which may be members of the other group talking outside when they 

shouldn’t be? 

22:06 Marion hears the words ‘Father Stephen’ and thanks him. 

22:08 Marion asks the Father if he is Benedictine .There is silence.  She asks if he will answer her. 

She gets a clear NO. He obviously doesn’t want to communicate. She asks him if there is any 

reason why he won’t answer and gets NO. So she respects his wishes and thanks him. She feels 

that although he was willing to say his name there was no reason for him to tell her anything 

else. Marion feels this is quite proper. 

22:10  Ann sees flashes of light from inside the castle and assumes this is the other group taking 

photographs. 

22:11 Marion gets the words ‘Hallowed One’. 

21:12 Ann can’t get the song ‘Onward Christian Soldiers’ out of her head, which is bizarre as it is not 

a particularly old hymn and certainly not what she usually hums!! 

 Steph hears the sound of rustling clothes to her left and thinks it may be the sound travelling 

from Ann’s jacket as she moves but Ann stops moving and the sound continues. Steph then 

hears a sound like someone breathing a long slow breath through their nose. Steph hears this a 

few times over a few minutes but can see nothing next to her.  

22:13 Marion sees a tiny bright light a metre above and to the right of Steph. 

22:14  Ann sees further lights from inside the castle and thinks they are probably torches from the 

other group. 

22:15 Ann catches an unexplained shadow out of the corner of her eye just as vigil is ending, almost 

like someone is hiding behind the remaining wall to her right. 

 Steph hears the rustling again to her left and it is very loud and clear.  

Vigil 3: Ramparts – 22:15 to 22:45 

Ann relocates to an area of surviving rampart wall to the right of the causeway, looking from the keep 

outwards. Ann is aware of distant traffic noises and the same lovely but noisy owl. For the positions of 

the team members see the plan on the previous page. 

22:26 Steph records the temperature as +13°C. 

22:30 Marion gets the words ‘Rack and Ruin’ was a fabulous place. 

22:31 Marion sees two tiny blue lights on the ground in front of her. 

22:33 Marion sees a tiny red light on the corner of the castle about 4 to 6 metres up. 
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22:36 Marion sees the corner bottom of the castle light up .She wonders if this and the red light is 

caused by one of the teams instruments. It is very quite apart from a Tawny Owl continuously 

hoo hoo hooing behind her. 

22:38 Steph isn’t sensing anything in this location. She notes general noises of cars and music as in 

the church vigil and the regular hooting of an owl somewhere behind her. Steph notes the wind 

is stronger and chillier here and coming from the southwest.  

22:40 Ann sees flashes of light to my right and in the area of the keep. (Turns out to be where Bill was 

situated). 

22:42 Marion is sitting looking at the castle when she sees six horsemen riding through the arch. They 

are in splendid attire. They are wearing tabards of gold red and dark blue in quarters with 

patterns on, made of silk and embroidery and edged in gold. In their right hands they are 

supporting standards of the same colours which have trails on them and are fluttering in the 

breeze. They are wearing soft leather shoes and not boots. These are the colours of Royalty and 

the Royal Standard. These are the same six men she saw that morning walking into the castle. 

They are riding beautiful dark brown horses two-a-breast. They are obviously Heralds. The 

castle appeared to be in daylight and looked beautiful and well kept. They rode on and 

disappeared before they reach her. She is taken aback by this experience, the whole picture was 

magnificent. 

22:43 Ann experiences a cobwebby feeling across her face. On investigating with a torch no obvious 

explanation can be found. 

Séance in White room 

For the positions of the team members 

see the plan on the right. 

Ann’s Notes: Ann cannot give exact 

times here as we were holding hands and 

unable to not the time but could sense 

the presence of a male energy. 

Interestingly it is the same energy she 

felt in this room the last time we visited 

the castle, even though it is a ladies 

presence that is generally being picked 

up. Ann feels he is crying and almost 

screaming because he is ‘trapped’, 

‘incarcerated’ and cannot get out. He has 

a very sad and generally confused and 

upset feeling with him as if he doesn’t 

know why he is there and doesn’t 

understand. 

Marion did not pick up anything. 

Steph’s Notes: During the séance, Steph smells an unpleasant odour twice, over her right shoulder 

towards the direction of the doorway. 
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Vigil 4: Kitchen – 23:55 to 00:25 

For the positions of the team members see the plan below. 

23:55 Steph measures the temperature as +14°C. 

23:56 Marion hears an old chap say ‘Potted meat and pies’. This is the same old chap she picked up in 

the Well room (basement) during the last investigation in 2010. 

23:58 Marion hears a big groan coming from somewhere down in the basement. It appears to come 

from the far right corner (that backs on to the main staircase) which is where she sat on the last 

investigation here. 

00:00  Ann notes that Steph’s camera has gone off. 

00:01 Steph sees a small red dot of light in front of her on the lower part of the wall to her right. 

00:02 Ann sees a very quick light ‘pulse’ in the corridor leading to the kitchen. 

00:03 Ann hears a bang, like a can being kicked somewhere nearby. This is very quickly followed by 

a feeling that the top of her hair is being touched and seeing another tiny light flash in the same 

corridor area. 

00:04 Steph hears footsteps coming from the direction of the spiral stairs. Likely to be another of the 

teams.  
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00:05 Marion hears someone moving about directly to her right, it is like the rustling of material but 

the floor is no longer there. 

00:06  Ann has the feeling the back of her coat is touched. 

00:10  Ann hears a very soft voice saying just a brief snippet of a conversation, or even a song, but it is 

so soft and so quick she cannot make out the words. It definitely sounded like a female or a 

child’s voice. 

00:13 Ann feels extremely hot behind her, which is odd because there is a window there and it is 

actually quite drafty. At the same time there is a tapping noise somewhere above. There are bats 

in the area so they may have dislodged some grit or dust from the wall. 

 Steph gets a flaming fire in her minds-eye with the smell of burning wood.  

00:15  Ann senses an arrow flying through the corridor and hitting a man in the back. The man is 

running down the corridor towards her before he falls. Ann also gets the word siege. 

00:20  Ann picks up on the words ‘Not a drop will pass your lips’. There is also a tapping noise on the 

wall to her left. 

00:21 Ann hears a sound like 3 or 4 footsteps on wood but could be people starting to pack away.  

Vigil 5: White Room – 00:30 to 01:00 

For the positions of the team members see 

the plan on the right. 

Marion has set up her chair and is setting 

up her equipment when she hears a tinkley 

chuckle right by her left side. She carries 

on and a few seconds later as she goes to 

sit down, the chair goes crashing to the 

concrete floor onto its left side making a 

loud bang. She immediately feels it has 

been deliberately pushed over as a couple 

of seconds before she had her foot on the 

bottom rung which lies on the floor It 

actually felt like the chair was starting to 

move as her foot was on it. Ann who was 

sitting opposite was filming and says she 

thinks Marion has caught it with her coat. 

Marion didn’t think so. 

When setting up in the White Room, Steph sees a white wispy line move between herself and Marion 

going from left to right (towards the window). They were standing by the rear left window at the time. 

00:45 Steph measure the temperature as +15°C. 

00:50 Marion feels the air behind her go very cold and the temperature in the room appears to have 

dropped. 
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00:52 Steph feels that the room is colder all of a sudden and measures the temperature as +14°C, a 

drop of one degree since the vigil started.  

00:53 Marion is focused on the lights of Steph’s equipment on the floor. They appear to be floating up 

and down and she can see flashes of light to either side. She is beginning to feel rather dizzy, 

something that normally doesn’t happen on investigations. 

00:58 Steph hears a loud thud from somewhere in the castle to her left.  

Post Investigation 

Tuesday 31
st
 May 2011: Marion’s chair is a small narrow folding one with no arms. The frame is 

tubular, so when it is put up it doesn’t have 4 legs. It is supported by the frame which lies on the floor 

between the two front legs and again between the two back legs. There is no locking system on this 

chair. 

Marion puts up her chair on the tiled floor of her kitchen, and then puts on her coat which is very light. 

She leaves the coat undone which it was on the night. She moves her coat back and forth over the chair 

a number of times trying to drag it across and it has no effect at all. So she starts to push the chair from 

the side at seat level which is where her coat level was. It barely moved, so she started lifting it up a bit 

as she pushed. She pushed quite hard a number of times and all it did was rock back on fore. In the end 

she lifted it deliberately pushing it over. It folded as it fell. 

In the White Room it fell open on to its left side as if someone had picked it up and slammed it down as 

it was. 

Equipment 

Steph Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Gauss Meter 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Ann Digital Camera: Canon Ixus 

 Sony Digital Camcorder 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Marion Digital Camera: Samsung L313 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-2100PC 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

 


